
 

Itseez Announces Release of Accelerated CV Library  

Optimized specifically for ARM platform, ACV provides rapid acceleration of OpenCV 

based products with minimal impacts on existing code base 

April 20, 2016 – San Francisco, CA – Itseez, Inc., a leading developer of computer vision 

technology, has introduced Accelerated CV (ACV) library, a set of most popular computer 

vision functions from well known OpenCV library. Optimized specifically for ARM platform, ACV 

provides rapid acceleration of OpenCV based products with minimal impacts on existing code 

base. 

 
ACV acts as a layer on top of OpenCV library and allows application to use both interfaces. 

Accelerated functions are called from ACV and non-accelerated functions are still called from 

OpenCV. Accelerated CV provides same API as existing OpenCV functions. Subsequently, 

there is no need to change code for new calling conventions or parameter types. 

ACV supplies over 60 functions used in real life products and requested by customers. 

Essentially, set of function corresponds to actual state of computer vision algorithms. 

“Computer vision on ARM based SoCs is demanded but challenging due to compute resource 

limitations. Optimization activities require in-depth knowledge of hardware platforms and 

computer vision functions – something that we have developed throughout the years at 

Itseez”, said Yury Gorbachev, Principal Engineer, Itseez. “We are excited to provide our 

customers with a solution that speeds up OpenCV based products in a matter of hours with 

almost no code modification.” 

For more information about Accelerated CV and its functions, visit: 

http://itseez.com/products/accelerated-cv. 

http://itseez.com/products/accelerated-cv


 
About Itseez  

Itseez’ motto is “vision that works.” Our software products and consulting services vividly 

reflect our vision. Be it a consumer 3D scanning app such as ItSeez3D, a suite of Advanced 

Driver Assistance (ADAS) algorithms or an embedded face solution like Facense, we at Itseez 

always strive to deliver robust, fast and lean solutions to complex real-life problems. On the 

consulting services side, Itseez focuses on high value-add items such as new computer vision 

algorithm development and prototyping, as well as algorithm implementation and optimization. 

For more information, please email info@itseez.com. 
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